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Defining Challenge
Posted on May 1, 2006 by Editor
By Chris Pruett <c_pruett@efn.org>
My wife has recently been teaching me to play shogi, a Japanese board game that is very similar
to chess. Like chess, shogi is played on a grid with pieces representing units on a battlefield, and
each class of unit has different movement characteristics. Though the basic goal is to lock the
king into a vulnerable position, shogi strategy quickly diverges from chess because it allows
pieces to be replaced on the board after being captured, as well as providing rules that allow
pieces to transform into more powerful units. Furthermore, there are illegal moves in shogi that
will cause the player to lose immediately if performed. Consequently, players must not only
consider possible moves by their opponent, they must also be careful to adhere to the rules of
the game. Though shogi shares a common ancestry with chess [1], the type of challenge it
presents to the player can be very different.
Like traditional games, video games are designed to entertain players by providing some sort of
challenge. Traditional games often pit players against each other, and the game itself acts only
as a context by which players can challenge each other. Many sports also add a mechanical
aspect to the challenge; in basketball for example, the player must not only combat members of
the opposing team, he also faces the physical obstacle of accurately making a basket.
However, unlike many traditional games, video games are often single player experiences;
instead of confronting a specific opponent, players are often asked to perform a difficult action
within a given set of rules, or to decipher the rules of the game through experimentation.
Consider a classic like Super Mario Bros. In this game, the player must deftly manipulate the
controller in order to move his game avatar (Mario) through each level without error. Throughout
the game the player will encounter various enemies and traps that must be successfully avoided
in order progress to the finish, but each of these obstacles follows a familiar pattern. A similar
strategy can be used for defeating almost all of the game’s enemies, and though actually
finishing the game may be a difficult task, the path to the finish line is clear from the very
beginning. The designers of Super Mario Bros. intend their game to be challenging mechanically
(the player must have the coordination required to move Mario with the controller) but do not
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wish to challenge the player by obfuscating the rules of the game.
Video games are a flexible medium, and many titles are built around the idea that deciphering the
rules of the game is a challenge in and of itself. Consider the popular adventure game Myst.
Unlike Super Mario Bros., Myst has no mechanical challenges: it does not require deft
manipulation of a controller (or, in this case, a mouse), nor does it make the long-term goal of the
game clear. While Mario presents straightforward challenges that require raw dexterity, players in
Myst are encouraged to explore and experiment within the game world until they find a way to
progress. In fact, controlling the character in Myst is exceedingly simple: the player simply needs
to click on items on the screen in order to manipulate them. The challenge that Myst delivers is
similar to a riddle: though manipulating objects in the game is simple, figuring out which items can
be used in conjunction with specific locations represents a significant challenge. The format of
each puzzle is different, and so instead of repeating a similar pattern until it is mastered, the
player is constantly asked to learn a new set of rules and apply them to a new puzzle.
Myst and Super Mario Bros. are both very challenging games, and they are both a lot of fun.
Using these two titles as extreme examples, I think it is safe to declare that all video games can
be generally defined in terms of two types of challenges:
Puzzler: challenging the player to figure out what to do in order to progress, or
Mechanical: challenging the player to actually perform the actions required to progress.
Actually, most modern games feature both types of challenges, but usually one form takes a
leading role over the other. Some game genres are almost entirely defined by one type of
challenge; the rhythm genre, for example, requires the player to hit predictable buttons in time
with music in order to achieve score. For rhythm games, there is never any question as to how
the game is played, and skill is a matter of dexterity. The challenge is entirely mechanical. In
chess, the challenge is completely puzzle-oriented because the actual movement of the game
pieces on the board is a trivial task, while deciding which pieces to move requires careful
strategy.
Dividing games into groups based on the primary form of challenge is a convenient way to learn
about what sorts of games appeal to different types of people. For example, games designed for
personal computers have traditionally featured puzzler challenges over mechanical challenges:
Myst and most other Adventure games were created with PC users in mind, as were other
puzzle-centric genres like Real Time Strategy games (Age of Empires, Warcraft, etc). These
games often appeal to players who do not wish to participate in mechanical challenges and are
looking for titles that can be played at a slower pace. Traditionally, PC users have tended to be
adults, and usually their computers were not purchased for the express purpose of playing
games. Video game consoles, on the other hand, have traditionally targeted children and young
adults with fast-paced action-oriented games that require mastery of special game controller.
Many video games that have attempt to meld mechanical and puzzler challenges have failed.
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This may be because players familiar with one type of challenge are likely to be quickly frustrated
when they encounter the other type. Shogi would probably not garner much popularity if the
rules required each move to be followed by the successful entry a Simon button sequence. The
developer who attempts to mesh these two styles of challenge must design his game such that
both types of players are comfortable with the format of the challenges that are presented.
There are, of course, some successful games that feature a significant amount of both
mechanical and puzzler challenges. Half-Life 2, for example, features a complex and highly
mutable game environment that effectively combines both challenge formats. Players are
encouraged not only to master the complex actions their avatar can perform, but also to
consider their environment when trying to solve problems. Often a solution that requires more
critical thinking than dexterity is available. Half-Life 2 succeeds in this area because it allows
players to choose to solve problems however they like, and does not usually lock them into one
challenge format.
There are also a small minority of games that present an entirely different sort of challenge:
endurance. These titles do not require exploration or problem-solving typical of puzzler
challenges, nor do they feature complex mechanical challenges. Instead, this set of games
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14 THOUGHTS ON “DEFINING CHALLENGE”
rewards players for doing something simple for a length time. A quintessential example of this sort
of game is Arm Champs II [2], an arm wrestling game. In this game the player must “arm
wrestle” with a computer opponent by pressing a mechanical hand down. As the difficulty
increases, the strength of the mechanical hand also increases. There is no trick to learn here or
special method by which players can get better; the game simply rewards those who can
depress the hand longer.
Another, less obvious example of an endurance-oriented challenge is the online hit World of
Warcraft. World of Warcraft (or WoW) is an online role playing game that allows players from
around the globe to play simultaneously within the same game world. There are all kinds of
mechanical and puzzler challenges going on in WoW, but the primary problem for WoW players is
time. World of Warcraft heavily rewards players who spend more time playing, and the strength
of a player’s in-game avatar is largely a function of how many hours he has put into the game.
Of course, this sort of design has a purpose: WoW players pay a monthly subscription fee, so it is
in the developer’s best interests to keep players playing for as long as possible [3].
Unlike many traditional board games, video games can provide a wide spectrum of challenges.
Video games can capture the planning and strategy required for a killer shogi move as well as
the timing and targeting required to throw a ball through a hoop. However, the tastes of gamers
splits evenly along this division, and designing games that successfully incorporate both
mechanical and puzzler challenges is difficult. However, broadening the types of challenge offered
to the player will also broaden the audience for video games; if traditional games like chess,
shogi, baseball, and basketball are any indication, both forms of challenge have plenty of fans.
[1] According to Wikipedia, both games are based on the Indian game chaturanga.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chaturanga
[2] Photo credit: http://www.flickr.com/photos/w2b/37150677/in/set-999618/
[3] In a rather controversial article, David Sirlin argues that this aspect of World of Warcraft is
damaging to the player. http://www.gamasutra.com/features/20060222/sirlin_01.shtml
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Buddy Stemp
on January 30, 2014 at 6:15 PM said:
Excellent website. A lot of helpful information here. I
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best electric smoker
on February 2, 2014 at 7:36 AM said:
Thank you for every other excellent post.
The place else could anyone get that kind of information in such
an ideal manner of writing? I’ve a presentation next
week, and I’m at the search for such info.
best humidifier
on February 3, 2014 at 7:05 PM said:
I was suggested this web site by my cousin. I’m no longer sure whether or not this
publish is written by
way of him as no one else understand such designated about my trouble.
You’re amazing! Thank you!
best vacuum for hardwood floors
on February 3, 2014 at 11:17 PM said:
Right here is the right site for anyone who wants to understand this
topic. You understand so much its almost hard to argue with you (not that I
actually would want to…HaHa). You definitely put
a brand new spin on a subject which has been written about for
ages. Excellent stuff, just excellent!
recumbent exercise bike reviews
on February 3, 2014 at 11:30 PM said:
Thanks for sharing your thoughts about brookside auto.
Regards
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garbage disposal reviews
on February 4, 2014 at 1:09 AM said:
Oh my goodness! Incredible article dude! Thanks,
However I am encountering problems with your RSS. I don’t understand the reason why
I am unable to subscribe
to it. Is there anybody else getting similar
RSS issues? Anyone that knows the solution can you kindly respond?
Thanx!!
scroll saw reviews
on February 4, 2014 at 1:40 AM said:
My spouse and I absolutely love your blog and find
nearly all of your post’s to be what precisely I’m looking for.
Does one offer guest writers to write content to suit your needs?
I wouldn’t mind writing a post or elaborating on most of the subjects you write regarding
here.
Again, awesome site!
best clothes steamer
on February 4, 2014 at 3:48 AM said:
I have read so many content regarding the blogger lovers except this paragraph is truly a
fastidious paragraph, keep it up.
infrared grill reviews
on February 4, 2014 at 4:34 AM said:
Hi there are using WordPress for your site platform?
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I’m new to the blog world but I’m trying to get started and set up my
own. Do you require any html coding expertise to make your own blog?
Any help would be really appreciated!
band saw reviews
on February 4, 2014 at 4:45 AM said:
Article writing is also a fun, if you know then you can write otherwise it is complicated to
write.
best electric kettle
on February 4, 2014 at 6:07 PM said:
An outstanding share! I’ve just forwarded this onto a friend who was doing a little
homework on this.
And he actually bought me lunch simply because I found it for him…
lol. So let me reword this…. Thanks for the meal!! But yeah, thanks for spending time to
talk about this issue here on your web page.
best induction cooktop
on February 4, 2014 at 7:44 PM said:
Asking questions are truly pleasant thing if you are not understanding
anything completely, except this piece of writing provides fastidious understanding
yet.
best jig saw
on February 4, 2014 at 8:24 PM said:
Thanks for the marvelous posting! I certainly enjoyed reading it,
you may be a great author.I will be sure to bookmark your blog
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and may come back later in life. I want to encourage yourself to continue your great
writing, have a nice
day!
best table saw
on February 4, 2014 at 8:26 PM said:
I really love your blog.. Great colors & theme. Did you create this amazing site yourself?
Please reply back as I’m trying to create my own site and would love to learn where you
got this from or exactly what the
theme is named. Many thanks!
